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This article explains how to use centrally managed wallpapers to 
display corporate messages on Cisco CE units. 
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Introduction  
The Wallpaper for Cisco Collaboration Endpoints solution is the result of a recent integration              
between Appspace and Cisco. We leverage Cisco’s range of conference room devices such as              
the TelePresence, Room Kit, and Desktop Collaboration series of devices, by allowing the             
devices to display a wallpaper with customized messaging in the background, using an             
Appspace playlist channel with images, when these devices are in an idle state and not in                
conference. Similarly, Appspace can also be configured to display alerts and emergency            
messages over the wallpaper.  
 
To enable this integration, Appspace leverages Cisco’s Wallpaper API on the Collaboration            
Endpoints (CE), and a macro created using the Appspace console, with the following three              
deployment models that will be made available to the public in stages: 
 

● Caching Device - we require the use of a regular Appspace supported device such as               
a Chromebox or a BrightSign device, installed and registered with the Appspace App.             
This caching device will cache the wallpaper content and act as an intermediary             
between Appspace and the CE devices, eliminating the need for each CE device to              
allow inbound calls from Appspace, which many networks do not allow. 

Note: This model will be made available in the Appspace 7.0-ac.27 platform release on              
March 2nd, 2019. 

● Direct Push - the CE device and the Appspace server will communicate directly with               
each other in this model. The macro, which is pushed to the CE device will register the                 
CE device with Appspace, allowing Appspace to push the wallpaper directly to the CE              
device. Constant network connectivity with the Appspace server is required.  

Note: This model will be made available in late March, 2019. 

● Direct Pull - the macro engine that will run on the CE devices instead, will have the                 
capability to request and retrieve content from the Appspace server, allowing the CE             
devices to behave much like any other Appspace supported device. This functionality is             
still under development in partnership with Cisco. 

Note: When the Direct Pull option becomes available in production, in the near future, it               
will replace both the Caching Device and Direct Push approaches due to improved             
reliability and performance. 
 

As each deployment model becomes available, we will describe how they work in a little more                
detail. As such, this article will only describe the Caching Device implementation in the next               
section.  
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Implementing a Caching Device Deployment 
As described in the section above, this method requires a regular Appspace supported device              
running the full Appspace App to act as an intermediary between several CE devices and the                
Appspace server. This intermediary is known as a caching device. With such an architecture in               
place, the CE devices do not need to allow inbound calls from Appspace, conforming to the                
restrictions imposed by many networks. 
 

 
 

The caching device model is implemented in three (3) stages: 
1. Configuring the Macro 
2. Configuring the Collaboration Endpoint (CE) Device 
3. Configuring the Caching Device 

1. Configuring the Macro 

The macro (javascript file) is configured through the Advanced Device Registration page in             
the Appspace console. In the macro configuration page, you need to: 

● select the playlist channel that will be used as a wallpaper 
● input the compulsory credentials for the CE with CIsco’s Integrator Role 
● select HTTP/S to indicate how the caching node will communicate with the CE 
● configure the HTTPfeedback Slot. Each CE has 4 slots. We default to #2 in case               

customers are using another integration in #1, but any of the 4 can be used.  
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2. Configuring the Collaboration Endpoint (CE) Device 
You then need to download and deploy the macro to the CE device via its web interface using                  
the device IP address, with your Cisco Admin credentials. The macro will reach out to the                
Appspace server and introduce itself, with its serial number, IP address and a “heartbeat”. The               
Appspace server at this time registers the CE and makes a note of the timestamp, which is                 
used to determine what content is meant to be pushed. The Appspace server then maintains               
the “online” status in the device list, based on the “heartbeat” every single time the CE reaches                 
out again.  

3. Configuring the Caching Device 
The Appspace server has a microservice that will keep a “queue” of CEs that are registered                
and that need to be updated based on the timestamps. Once you have installed and registered                
the caching device with the Appspace App, you will need to tag each caching device and all the                  
CE devices with the “cedg<tag>” device tag in the Appspace console. Distribution group             
tagging has been enabled, so that when the CE devices and caching devices are tagged using                
“cedg<tag>”, they will be assigned to each other. 
 
You then need to deploy the “Collaboration Endpoint Management” device task to the caching              
device. The device task will engage with the microservice on the Appspace server to receive               
the “queue” of devices that require updates based on the distribution group tags. If no tags are                 
enabled, then the microservice will hand over a complete list of CEs for updating to each                
device, some of which might not be reachable by all caching devices. The device task is written                 
to run as “On Boot”, so it becomes part of the start-up sequence. 
 
The caching device engages with all the CE devices through Cisco’s Wallpaper push API, gets               
the content from the Appspace server, caches it, and pushes it using the credentials configured               
in the macro (that allow the API to function) to the CE devices. The “In Sync” status is returned                   
for the CE device(s) in the device list in the Appspace console upon successful deployment. 
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Supported Devices  
These are the list of Cisco Collaboration Endpoints that can currently be configured with a 
wallpaper using Appspace: 
 

Cisco Series Models CUCM or Webex Cloud 

SX Series 20, 80 Both 

DX Series 80 Both 

Room Series 

Room 55, 70 Both 

Room Kit, Mini, Plus, 
and Pro 

Both 

MX Series 200, 300, 700, and 800 Both 
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